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Topics Working On
The current institution I am employed in: Zhejiang Lab
The current project I am working on:
1. The Deep Learning of EEG signals for epilepsy seizure 
detection (current working group)
2. The 3D game design about “Chronicles of the Earth”
3. Continuing on my current project and contribution 28005 
“Identification of glaucoma using deep learning”



Background

Electrocardiogram 
(ECG) Signals

Galvanic Skin Response 
(GSR) Signals

Social anxiety disorder: 
an intense fear of being judged and scrutinized by others, beyond what would normally be expected in an overt situation

The purpose of study:
Selection of specific physiological and phychological features from ECG signals and GSR signals, build a model between 
these featuers and Social Interaction Anxiety Scores（SIAS）
A pilot study, including activity recognition (classification problem), score change prediction (regression problem),  and 
treatment methods



Related Work
Huang et. al. [1]:
• Feasibility study about a smartphone app tracking the GPS location data & brief 

questionnaires, reflecting students’ moods and indicating SIAS scores
• Correlation and significance analysis, linear regression model

Kotsilieris [2]:
• The prediction of specific types of social anxiety disorders using machine learning 

techniques
• Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

Gong et. al. [3]:
• 2-week study of 53 UVA undergraduates, questions about if behavioral patterns around 

social interactions vary across the social anxiety level with accelerometer, if these 
patterns depend on communication media or semantic locations

• Significant difference in these students’ behaviors in terms of anxiety level and locations

Boukhechba et. al. [4]:
• Another pilot study in UVA, 20 students, heart rate and accelerometer data, interpretation 

bias of questionaires
• Correlation between them could be used to predict the changes in self-reported negative 

effect, the same pattern as the changes in interpretation bias and negative effect

The problem: 
Only qualitative studies 
showing the correlation, 
no study to select the 
best model
No treatments for each 
subject



Methods
 Members: 4 UVA undergraduates + 2 UVA graduates

 SIAS Score：
• Score 1 to 5
• 4 testing points：baseline/anticipatory/experiment/post-experiment , 

3 score changes
• 3 activities：solo video watching (video) /dyad conversation (no-eval) 

/dyad conversation with evaluation (eval)

 ECG data streams：accelerometer, gyroscope
 GSR data streams：skin conductance (subjects 3 and 4 do not have)

 sliding window algorithm：2s，with the stride of 1s

 34 features in total

 Questionaires: 3 to 13 questions in different testing points,





Methods
The activity recognition model selection:
Random Forest Classifier (RFC), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), Decision Trees (DT), k-Nearest 
Neighbors (kNN)

The treatments:
Exposure (EXP) [5], Social Skills Training (SST) [6] based on Virtual Reality (VR), Selection Serotonin 
Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs) [7]

Prediction of the score changes:
Linear Regression (LR), Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), ElasticNet 
Regression

The loss function: RMSE



Results

RFC: the best accuracy in both ECG and 
GSR features classification.
PPG: very low accuracy, discarded



Results
• To the best utilization of data:
 14 ECG features, and 5 GSR features for 

subjects 1,2,5 and 6
 18 ECG features for subjects 3 and 4

• The combination of ECG and GSR 
features: RFC best accuracy, over 90%

 A little bit lower accuracy with only ECG 
features



Results

• Similar performance in three 
models

• Our final decision:
 a∗1 = EXP for eval
 a∗2 = SSRIs for eval
 a∗3 = EXP for no-eval 
 a∗4 = EXP for eval
 a∗5 = SSRIs for no-eval
 a∗6 = EXP for eval



Limitations and Future Work
Main problems
 Too small sample size (30 participants at least)
 Further work in data analysis part, especially signal processing (working on it 

now)
 More factors, such as demographics of students

Virtual Reality (VR) can give us some aids:
 Virtual Reality Exposure (VRE) system to track eye contact avoidance [8]
 VRE therapy: might be at least equally effective as in vivo exposure [9]
 Higher complexity, larger number of people and more precise ways [10]
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